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PR KADECO: NEW TERRACE AWNING MODEL 380  
 
 
TERRACE AWNING MODEL 380 - THE FIRST EVER KADECO AWNING  

The first KADECO awning has striking corners and edges - and leaves nothing to be desired. 

The cubic structure of the new patio awning model 380 creates elegant accents especially 

against modern architecture. At the heart of the design is a full square cassette which fully 

protects the awning when it is retracted. Fully equipped, it comprises a motorised Vario 

valance and LED light strips in the folding arms. There is also a sophisticated installation 

system which means added value for the specialist retailer. 

 

EASY INSTALLATION 

The brand new 380 was designed for the specific installation requirements of modern, 

insulated house façades and large areas up to 7 x 4 m (width x projection). Special attention 

was paid during product development to the ease of installation of the awning. The closed 

rear panel acts as a straight edge for simple installation even when the dimensions are large 

and simultaneously helps align the articulated brackets. This provides the fitter with 

additional assistance when installing the awning. Despite the closed rear panel, the tried 

and tested support tube principle is used, offering greater flexibility when determining the 

installation points during the planning phase. 

 

MOTORISED VARIO VALANCE 

Another feature of the 380 is the motorised Vario valance. It offers protection from the glare 

of low sun and can easily and comfortably be extended to various heights between 800 and 

1,600 mm. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

LED LIGHTING 

LEG lighting integrated into the folding arms provides the setting for cosy evenings on the 

patio. The light strips achieve especially uniform illumination. They can be installed in 

various levels of colour from cold white to warm white and are also dimmable. 


